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This year has been granted on the occasion of Koninginnedag in sum 3746 royal understandings.
In the order of the Dutch lion 8 persons and in the order of Oranje-Nassau 3738 persons have
been decorated. In the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba to 36 persons a royal understanding has
been granted.

The number of granted understanding in the overseas kingdom parts has decreased with
four.
In the Netherlands Antilles thirty persons are decorated; two less than in 2009. In Aruba six
persons have received a royal understanding; also two less than in 2009. Nine women are
decorated in the Netherlands Antilles and in Aruba.

This year in sum 1282 women has been decorated, 101 more than in 2009. This
multiplication is attribute among others to the efforts of the chapter for civil arranges: the
project cordon zoekt woman. Of the decorated women Rita of of the Heul (knight in the
order of Oranje-Nassau) are, a member of the Caribbean redactie of the world broadcasting.
They was six years long President of antillian network.

Cheung and Russel

In the United States the Arubaan B. Cheung became distinguishes with the order of the
Dutch lion for its work at space travel organisation NASA. He did innovative work to the
Hubble space telescope. The Surinamese Maritza Russel became in Rotterdam knight in the
order of the Dutch lion. She got reputation kapsalons specialised with the booklet beauty
willful ion and its in black hair. In 1998, she has been exclaimed to black matter woman the
Netherlands.

Willem Gijsen

Willem Gijsen are no Antillian, but are an acquaintance in the antillian community in the
Netherlands. He is member of the TOPA (team support participation in Antillian
municipalities) and governing board member of Splika. He had been a lot surprised by its
understanding (knight in the order of Oranje-Nassau). He has married with antillian and as
mavo-directeur in The Hague sailed in he the professions Papiaments and Spanish.

Cooperation stands for him at the top at the antillian problems. My important point is use of
antillian experts in the Netherlands. Gijsen feel themselves also honoured that the
recitation comes from the antillian angle. I have been very stirred as a result.

The list with understanding in the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba:
Netherlands Antilles
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